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**Rams Crush Hawks in Doubleheader**


The Rams set the tone for the twin bill in the first inning of the opener, exploding for six runs in the first inning. The Rams led 13-1.

Fifth inning. Hahn utilized a single, an error, a wild pitch, a fielder's choice, for its only run in the fourth inning.

Rich Foore, who went four-for-five in the first game, delivered two right field singles and four RBI's in the wild, 14-batter first inning.

A Hawk error, a walk and a double steal, for its only run in the fourth inning.

For the Ferrari team.

"It was just lucky," the very happy Redman said, "but still, that's racing, isn't it?"

Ferrari missed a 1-2-3 sweep when Peterson, running second on lap 58, crashed when it started raining. The accident occurred during a light drizzle and Peterson was unhurt. Most of the 1,000 kilometers were contested on a dry track, but much rain during the final stage made things treacherous.

A lengthy pit stop to repair a fuel metering unit cost Bell and Van Lennet a third place Sunday. They finished six laps behind the winning Ferrari.

Fifth was the Lola-Ford T280 driven by Gerard Larrouste of France and Hugues de Fierlant of Belgium.

Redman and Merzario completed the 1,000 kilometers in 4 hours 18.1 seconds, maintaining an average speed of 144.72 miles per hour.

Ickx turned the fastest lap, averaging 199 miles per hour.

Neither the over-all time or the single-lap time was a record. Both marks were set last year by the big five-liter Porsche 817.

**Gethin Edges Depailler in Formula 2 GP**

PAU, France (UPI) — Briton Peter Gethin driving a Chrysler-Porsche smashed the line just 4-3/8ths of a second ahead of Frenchman Patrick Depailler Sunday to win the PAU Formula 2 Grand Prix.

Gethin and Depailler, in a March 722, fought a nip-and-tuck battle throughout the 78-lap race on a circuit that twists through the center of PAU. Their pace was such that they lapped the entire field twice.

Gethin was clocked in 1 hour, 33 minutes, 40.8 seconds for the 78-lap, 3.7-mile circuit - an average speed of 77 miles per hour.

The Briton, who drove a March 722 aboard another March finished third, a full two laps behind. Frenchman Jean-Pierre Jaussaud in a Brabham BT48 was fourth, four laps back of the leaders, and just ahead of fifth-placed Briton Mike "The Bike" Hailwood in a Surtees.

Sixth was Sweden's Reine Wisell in a Ford T280.

Gethin led from start to finish - but barely. At the halfway mark, he held a 7.5-second lead over Depailler. At nine laps, the Briton increased his lead to 20 seconds.

Third place behind SHAPE'S 31 points was third place behind SHAPE'S 31 points was 11 for Brussels. AFCENT wound up fourth with 11 points. Black of Bitburg, 6-2, 6-3.

**Bitburg Shuts Out Warriors Twice**

BITBURG, Germany (Air Force) — Bitburg pitchers James White and Bennett Johnson threw a pair of no-hitters Sunday as the Barons shut out the Warriors twice.

In the first game, Joseph flirted six innings with a no-hitter before the Warriors' Ron Bracy lead off the seventh inning with a line-drive single to center.

Staked to a 3-0 advantage in the first, Joseph notched eight strikeouts, issued no bases on balls and allowed only two hits to reach first - on the Brace hit and an earlier error.

In the second game, starter Terry Jones gave up only five hits but had himself in the B ar o n s' three-run first by walking three batters.

Rich Foore, who went four-for-five in the first game, delivered two right field singles and four RBI's in the wild, 14-batter first inning.

A Hawk error, a walk and a double steal, for its only run in the fourth inning.

On Saturday, Hahn split a